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Teacher Suggestions
These mathematical critiquing problems were created to use with fourth 
grade students. These problem-solving activities require the students to 
problem solve, make decisions, and critique the work of others. Students 
must also defend their mathematical thinking with words, numbers and any 
other format that they choose.

These problems reinforce student reading, writing, and debating skills. 
Included are agree/disagree cards, as well as math discussion stems and 
questions to help students engage in meaningful discourse in whole group, 
small group, or partner settings focused around these problems.

Included are 15 problems in three different format. This means that the 
same problems are presented on worksheets, task cards, and Power Point 
slides. Use all of one format, or mix it up to meet the needs of your 
students.

When introducing students to these type of problems complete one or two 
together. This will allow you to set the example of what you expect in the 
written response section. I encourage my students to work out the 
problems on the back, labeling each step as they work. Their labeled 
mathematical work serves as a great reference for them, when they go to 
complete the written component of each problem. 

Here are some ways I have used these activities in my classroom:

 Digital and Distance Learning Activities

 Math centers or stations

 Small group work and partnership activities

 Formal or informal assessments

 Independent practice/Reinforcement

 Homework or Classwork Review

 Test Prep

 Whole Class Bell Ringers



Getting Started:

How to Access Digital 
Math Error Analysis

• Make sure that you are logged in to the desired 
Google account that you will be using when sharing 
with your students.

• When you click the link, you will be asked to make a 
copy. Once you have made a copy, you have your own 
copy of this activity in your Google Drive.

• Make sure you check all the pages to make sure you 
assign the correct pages for your own students.

Math Error Analysis Fractions

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fINWlD8tSJsDdRfuwqN-VR6qbONJvOwHhpdcoYjPdVY/copy


Assigning to Your Students
In Google Classroom:

Go to your Google Classroom for your students and go to 
“Classwork.”

Math Class



Math Error Analysis

Math Error Analysis

Insert the activity by clicking the attachment or Google Drive 
button and choose any part of the Math Error Analysis
from where you have it saved. Be sure to include a title and 
instructions for your students.



Math Discussion
Stems

 First let’s…
 I can solve it by…
 Another way to solve it is…
 I think…
 Here is another idea…
 When I first saw the problem, I 

thought…
 I did it this way, because…
 I agree because…
 I disagree because…
 My work shows that I…
 Let’s challenge ourselves to…
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Math Discussion 
Questions

 What should our plan be to 
solve this?

 How did you reach that 
answer?

 What strategy did you use?
 Can you think of another 

strategy to solve this?
 Can you explain how you 

organized your work?
 Can you explain your thinking 

with math drawings?
 What strategy do you think 

works best?
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Cara was in charge of ordering lunch for her class. Half of the 
students in her class were ordering pizza. She recorded the fraction 
11/24 on the lunch slip to show how many students would be buying 
pizza. Her friend Michal said that 11/24 and ½ were not equivalent 
fractions and that she had made an error.

Do you agree with Cara or her friend? Why? Explain.

Agree with her friend. 

If there are 24 students in her class, half would = 12

The fraction 12/24 should be used to represent half of the class.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Cara still had to finish the lunch order since only half of the students were ordering 
pizza. Of the half that were not ordering pizza, half brought lunch from home, 1/2 of 
the remaining wanted grilled cheese and only 1/6 of them wanted the tuna wrap. How 
many students brought lunch from home? Are ordering grilled cheese? Are ordering 
the tuna wrap?

24 students and 12 were ordering pizza, leaving 12 not ordering pizza
Half of 12 = 6 brought lunch from home
6 remaining
½ of 6 = 3 want grilled cheese
1/6 of 6 = 1 wants tuna wrap 
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Disagree with Jonathon.

8/24 forgot their homework

16/24 handed in their homework 

16/24 reduces to 2/3

Jonathon’s answer of 4/6 can be further reduced.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Jonathon told his teacher that 1/3 of students did not hand in their homework. Do 
you agree with him? Why? Explain.

Yes, agree. If 2/3 handed in their homework than 1/3 did not.
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Jonathon’s classroom job was to collect homework from the 24 
students in his class. 8 students forgot their homework at home. 
Jonathon’s job was to record how many students did hand in their 
homework in simplest form. He used the fraction 4/6 to represent the 
fraction of the class who handed in their homework.

Do you agree or disagree with Jonathon? Why?

ANSWER KEY



Agree with Bryan.

½ of 24 = 12 books

¼ of 24 = 6 books

Since 10 books were returned, it is more than ¼ but less than ½

They did not meet their goal.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Making Connections…
The class down the hall has 20 students. 1/5 of the students returned their books. 
Bryan said that more than 15 students did not return their books. Is he correct? How 
do you know?

1/5 of 20 = 4 books
4/5 of 20 = 16 books
If 4 books were returned than 16 were not so yes, he is correct.
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Bryan’s classroom job is to make sure that all of the classroom library 
books are returned every Tuesday. The class goal is to have at least 
1/2 of students return their books on time. There are 24 students and 
10 books were returned. Bryan said more than 1/4, but less than 1/2 
were returned.

Do you agree or disagree with Bryan? Why?

ANSWER KEY



Disagree with Axel.

Axel’s fraction bars are not the same size so they cannot be used to 

compare fractions. He needs to make the 7/8 bar as big as the ¾ bar.

¾ = 6/8 which is less than 7/8

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?
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The students in Ms. Arlotta’s class were comparing fractions using 
fraction bars that they made in class. Axel made fraction bars to 
compare 3/4 and 7/8. Below is his work.

Do you agree or disagree with Axel? Why?

3/4 7/8

<

Going Further…
Help Axel compare these fractions using <, >, or =

2/3 4/7 1/2 6/10 3/9 5/10

ANSWER KEY
< < <



Agree. The fraction picture represents 6 equal pieces. 

Each piece = 1/6

Add 1/6 six times to = 6/6 or 1 whole

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Making Connections…
Create number sentences for each of the pictures.
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Ms. Arlotta shared the following fraction picture with her students and 
asked them to create a number sentence to represent the picture. 
The class decided on the following: 

1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 = 1 

Do you agree or disagree with the number sentence? Why? Explain.

ANSWER KEY

1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 1/2 + 1/21/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 



Agree with Josh.

The number line has 12 sections to represent the denominator.

Jaime needs to find an equivalent fraction of 3/6 with the denominator of 

12. 

3/6 = 6/12

She needs to plot 6/12.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Add the following fractions to the number line above. 
See above number line for answers.

1/6 11/12 2/3 1/2
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Jaime and Josh were playing a math game called Compare It! They 
needed to use a number line to compare the fractions 3/6 and 4/12. 
Below is Jaime’s work.

Josh disagrees with Jaime’s work. Do you agree with Jaime or Josh? 
Why? Explain.

. .. . . . . .. . . .
4/123/6

ANSWER KEY

6/12

1/2 11/12
1/6 = 
2/12

2/3 = 
8/12



Danielle had science homework. She completed 5/9 of it before dinner 
and 3/18 after dinner. She wanted to know how much of her 
homework she completed, so she created the following equation.

Do you agree or disagree with Danielle? Why? Explain.

Disagree with Danielle. While her equation is correct, 5/9 + 3/18, her sum 

is incorrect.

Danielle needs to convert 5/9 to have a denominator of 18.

5/9 = 10/18

10/18 + 3/18 = 13/18

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Danielle continued working on her science homework and completed 2/18 of it. How 
much of her homework did she complete now?

13/18 + 2/18 = 15/18
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5
9

3
18

8
18

+ =

ANSWER KEY



Disagree with Cal.

2 2/8 + 4 1/8 = 6 3/8

Since 3/8 is less than ½, they did not complete more than 6 and ½ of 

their homework.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Karin claimed she completed double of the amount of homework that Jonathon 
completed because she finished 5 and 1/2 of her homework. Is Karin correct?

Jonathon completed 2 and 2/8
2 and 2/8 doubled = 4 and 4/8 or 4 and ½
5 and ½ is more than 4 and 1/2
She is correct. 
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Jonathon completed 2 and 2/8 of his math homework pages and his 
friend Cal completed 4 and 1/8 of his math homework pages. Cal said 
together they completed more than 6 and 1/2. 

Do you agree or disagree with Cal? Why? Explain.

ANSWER KEY



Agree with Cal.

7 6/8 – 2 2/8 = 5 4/8  = 5 1/2

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Ms. Arlotta also brought in 5 and 2/3 water jugs for the party. The class drank 1 
and 3/3 of the jugs. How many water jugs are left?

1 and 3/3 = 1 + 1 = 2 wholes were drunk

5 2/3 – 2 wholes = 3 and 2/3
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Ms. Arlotta organized a math pizza party for her students. She 
ordered 7 and 6/8 pies for the students to share during lunch. 
Since there were only 2 and 2/8 pies left after lunch, Cal said that 
the students ate 5 and 1/2 pies.

Do you agree or disagree with Cal? Why? Explain.

ANSWER KEY



Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?
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Lucas and Tyler were playing Fraction Face Off. The player with the 
larger fraction gets a point. If the fractions are equivalent both 
players get a point. Lucas selected the fraction card labeled 3/4 and 
Tyler selected the fraction card 6/8. Since they could not decide which 
fraction was larger they made fraction models to help. Here are their 
fraction models:

Tyler said that he gets the point because there are more pieces 
shaded in on his model. Do you agree with Tyler? Why or why not? 
Explain.

Tyler Lucas 

ANSWER KEY

Disagree with Tyler.

Even though there are more pieces in Tyler’s model, both 

models represent the same amount of a whole. These are 

equivalent fractions so each student gets a point.

Going Further…
Mike overheard Lucas and Tyler’s discussion and 
said that his card matches both of their cards. 
Here is Mike’s card. What does Mike mean when he 
says it matches their cards?

Responses will vary, but should include that Mike’s 
fraction is equivalent to Lucas and Tyler’s 
fractions.



Agree with Carlie.

The largest amount of markers that she has are the thin tip.

3/10 + 4/10 = 7/10

10/10 – 7/10 = 3/10 are stamp markers

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Carlie also organized her crayons. 8/12 of her crayon collection were glitter crayons 
and rest were neon crayons. How many neon crayons does she have?

12/12 – 8/12 = 4/12 are neon crayons {4/12 = 1/3}
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Carlie was sorting her markers by type. 3/10 of her markers were 
thick tip, 4/10 were thin tip, and the rest of her markers were stamp 
markers. Carlie says that she has the most of the thin tip markers.

Do you agree or disagree with Carlie? Why? Explain.

ANSWER KEY



Disagree with Nate.

If William is coloring in the product of 3 x 2/6 he would 

color in the whole.

3 x 2/6 = 6/6 = 1

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?
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William was trying to solve 3 x 2/6. Every time he 
used this fraction model to help, he ended up coloring 
the whole picture in. His friend Nate said that he is 
not correct because once the whole the picture is 
colored in, it is no longer a fraction.

Do you agree with Nate? Why or why not?

Going Further…
Use the fraction model to help you solve:

3 x ¼

Answers will vary, but three should be shaded
in. 

ANSWER KEY



Disagree with Maleeka.

All three are correct ways to name the illustration.

Since one whole – one fourth = three fourths, it also can be used to name 

the fraction bar above.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?
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Maleeka was working in a math group with two of her friends. They were 
tasked with brainstorming as many different ways as possible to name the 
illustration below. Maleeka collected everyone’s ideas and wrote them below:

1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 
1 – 1/4

1/4  + 2/4 = 3/4

Maleeka agreed with two of them. She told the group that the one that she 
circled was incorrect. Do you agree with Maleeka? Why or why not?

Going Further…
Create another way to name the fraction bar above. How do you know your 
response is correct?

Answers will vary.

ANSWER KEY



Kristin brought 3/8 of a pound of oranges to soccer practice for 
each of the 10 people on her team. She told the coach that if 
everyone eats the 3/8 of a pound they were given, then they would 
have eaten between 2 and 3 pounds of oranges.

Do you agree with Kristin? Why or why not? Explain.

Disagree with Kristin.

10 people x 3/8 of a pound = 30/8 = 3 and 6/8 or 3 and ¾ which is 

between 3 and 4 pounds not 2 and 3 pounds.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Making Connections…
Each of the 9 players on the opposing team ate 2/6 of a pound of watermelon. How 
many pounds of watermelon did they eat? 

9 x 2/6 = 18/6 = 3 pounds 
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Keeva was helping the art teacher clean up the painting supplies 
after school. He collected 7/10 of the scissors that were left out 
and 7/100 of the crayons. He told the art teacher that he collected 
14/100 of all the supplies.

Do you agree with Keeva? Why or why not? Explain.

Disagree with Keeva.

7/10 + 16/100 = 

70/100 + 16/100 = 86/100

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Keeva also cleaned up the supplies in the gymnasium. He collected 3/10 of the flags 
from the field and 24/100 of the flags from the playground. What fraction of flags 
did he collect?

3/10 + 24/100 = 
30/100 + 24/100 = 54/100
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Today the students were playing Color It! during math class. They 
had to color in tens and hundreds blocks based on what cards they 
picked, then find the total. Tameesha picked the cards 6/10 and 
25/100.  She added the fractions and shared that the sum was 
31/100.

Do you agree with Tameesha? Why or why not? Explain.

Disagree with Tameesha.

6/10 + 25/100 = 

60/100 + 25/100 = 85/100

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Agree or Disagree?

Going Further…
Explain why coloring in 7/10 of a tens block is less than a whole.

Answers will vary.
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Agree with John.

.72 is greater or larger than .27

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Going Further…
Help John and Keenan compare these decimals using <, >, or =
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.34 .03 .70 .7 .93 .90

Ms. Arlotta’s class was playing a game called Name That Symbol. 
Students were shown two fractions and had to name the symbol 
that could be used to compare them: <, >, or =. When shown the 
following set of decimals, the class disagreed on which symbol 
should be used.

.72 .27

John said that > should be placed in the circle and Keenan said < 
should be placed in the circle.

Do you agree with John or Keenan? Why? Explain.

Agree or Disagree?

17ANSWER KEY
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Agree with her dad.

.9 is larger. 

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Going Further…
Help Steffi finish her homework by comparing these decimals using <, >, or =
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.88 .08 .60 .6 .01 .10

Steffi started her math homework and was unsure how to solve 
for this problem. She thought .86 was larger because it is a two digit 
decimal. Her dad told her she was wrong.

.86 .9

Do you agree with Steffi or her dad? Why? Explain.

Agree or Disagree?

17ANSWER KEY

> = 



No, do not agree with his friend.

The numbers here are decimals of hundredths value. If you put a 

denominator of 100 they will be correct fractions.

Name:________________________________ Date:_________

Going Further…
Help Mikki convert each fraction into a decimal.
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6/10    
= .6

Mikki was running sprints at soccer practice. He ran three sprints and 
recorded the distances in meters for each sprint in decimal form:

.62 .88 .9
His friend said to record them in fraction form, he just needs to add 
a denominator of 10.

Do you agree with Mikki’s friend? Why? Explain.

Agree or Disagree?

18

3/100
= .03

4/10
= .4

88/100
=.88

ANSWER KEY
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